Automated Processing of Single-Channel Surface Electromyography From Generalized Tonic-Clonic Seizures to Inform Semiology.
Advances in surface electromyography (sEMG) monitoring allow for long-term data collection in a natural environment, giving objective information that may identify risk of sudden unexpected death in epilepsy and guide clinical decision-making. Generalized tonic-clonic seizure semiology, namely motor tonic and clonic phase duration, may be an important factor in determining the level of seizure control and risk of sudden unexpected death in epilepsy. This study demonstrates a quantitative analysis of sEMG collected with a dedicated wearable device. During routine monitoring, 23 generalized tonic-clonic seizures from 19 subjects were simultaneously recorded with video-EEG and sEMG. A continuous wavelet-transform was used to determine the frequency components of sEMG recorded during generalized tonic-clonic seizures. An automated process, incorporating a variant of cross-validation, was created to identify ideal frequencies and magnitude ranges for tonic and clonic phases and determine phase durations. Phase durations determined using sEMG analysis were compared with phase durations determined by independent epileptologists' review of video-EEG. Cross-validation revealed that the optimal frequency bands for tonic and clonic phases are 150 to 270 Hz and 12 to 70 Hz, respectively. The average difference in phase duration calculated using the two methods for tonic and clonic phases and total seizure duration were -0.42 ± 4.94, -5.12 ± 9.68, and -5.11 ± 11.33 seconds, respectively (results presented are TsEMG - TvEEG, μ ± σ). The automated processing of sEMG presented here accurately identified durations of tonic, clonic, and total motor durations of generalized tonic-clonic seizures similar to durations identified by epileptologists' review of video-EEG.